
Susan may hit a provisional ball from the men’s tees

Susan may hit a provisional ball from the ladies tees

Julian may hit a provisional ball from the men’s tees

Julian may hit a provisional ball from the ladies tees

The claim is valid. Evan incurs a two stroke penalty and the match is all square

The claim is valid. Evan loses the hole and Tim wins the match

The claim is invalid. Evan wins the match

Cam and Bud lost the 12th hole

Cam and Bud lost the 11th hole

Cam and Bud lost the 11th hole

Sue is penalised a total of three strokes: 2 strokes for touching the grass in the hazard, and 1 stroke for 
moving the ball. She must replace the ball
Sue incurs a 1 stroke penalty for moving the ball and must play the ball as it lies

Sue incurs a 1 stroke penalty for moving the ball, and must replace the ball in its original position

Jean has played in accordance with the Rules
Jean is required to place her ball (not drop it) on the putting green and therefore incurs a one stroke 
penalty
Jean is not permitted to take relief from the water hazard on the green. She incurs a two stroke penalty for 
playing from the wrong place
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(2012-07) Golf NSW Golf Rules Quiz - July 2012 

Welcome to the Golf NSW monthly Golf Rules Quiz.

If you complete the quiz online you will receive your results and the answers at the end of the 
quiz. Click on the Start button to commence the quiz. Alternatively, if you wish to complete 

the quiz offline, you can display and print out a copy of the quiz using the "Golf NSW Rules Quiz" link below. 

Good luck and thank you for your interest in the Rules of Golf.

Q.1)  Julian and Susan are playing mixed foursomes. From the tee Julian hit the ball into an 
area of scrub where it might be lost. Which of the following is correct?
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Q.2)  Evan is playing a match against Tim.  At the 18th tee, the match is all square and Evan 
has the honour.  During his downswing the ball starts to fall off the tee. Evan 
completes his stroke and contacts the ball but it is a poor shot.  He  eventually wins the 
hole by two strokes but before leaving the green Tim makes a claim on the basis that 
Evan has made a stroke at a moving ball. What is the ruling?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.3)  Cam and Bud are partners in a Foursomes match.  Cam was practising putts on the 
11th green after Bud had driven from the 12th tee.  What is the ruling?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.4)  In stroke play, Sue’s ball lies in long grass in a water hazard. She takes her stance, but 
as she moves her club to begin her stroke, the club touches the long grass behind the 
ball and the ball moves at which point she discontinues her stroke. What is the ruling?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.5)  Jean plays a shot to the 17th green.  It hits the green and bounces left into a lateral 
hazard immediately adjacent to the green. Jean then measures two club lengths from 
where the ball last crossed the margin of the hazard and which is no nearer to the hole. 
The two club lengths extend onto the green. Jean drops the ball onto this part of the 
green and putts to complete the hole. Which of the following statements is correct?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.6)  Jane and Marie are playing foursomes. Jane hits off from the tee. Marie hits the next 
shot, which ricochets off Jane’s bag and into a lateral water hazard. Jane takes relief 
by dropping a new ball within 2 club lengths of where the ball last crossed the margin 
of the hazard and no nearer to the hole. Jane hits a shot to the green and Marie sinks 
the putt.
What is their score for the hole?
A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Q.7)  



Ball A is entitled to relief without penalty as it is on an immovable obstruction (the stone bridge). The 
player must drop within one club length of where the ball last cross the margin of the hazard
Ball B is entitled to relief without penalty as it is on an immovable obstruction. The player must drop within 
one club length of the nearest point of relief no nearer the hole
The player must play ball B it as it lies

The player must take a one stroke penalty to drop ball B away from the bridge

The claim is valid since Jane is standing in the hazard

The claim is not valid since Jane’s ball is not in the hazard

The claim is not valid but Jane is penalised one stroke for moving the loose impediments

Ted must abandon the dropped ball and play the original ball

Ted must play the dropped ball

Ted may either play the dropped ball or abandon the dropped ball and play the original ball

Esther is not penalised since she did not make contact with the ball

Esther is penalised two strokes for playing a wrong ball
Esther must count the air swing as it was a stroke and is also penalised two strokes for playing a wrong 
ball

Refer to the picture. There are two balls, marked A & B, on a stone bridge over a lateral 
water hazard. Which of the following is correct?

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Q.8)  Jane is playing Mary in a match and on the 7th hole Jane's ball finishes just outside the 
hazard. To play the ball Jane has to stand within the hazard and several loose 
impediments within the hazard impede her stance and backswing. She moves the loose 
impediments out of her way and Mary immediately claims the hole.What is the correct 
ruling?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.9)  Ted plays his second shot, searches for his ball briefly and then goes back and drops 
another ball under Rule 27-1(Ball lost or Out of Bounds).  Before he plays the dropped 
ball, and within the five-minute search period, the original ball is found.  Which of the 
following statements is true?
A. 

B. 

C. 

Q.10)  Esther is playing in a stroke game. She addresses her ball and swings and completely 
misses the ball. She then realises it is not her ball and prepares to hit the correct ball. 
Which of the following statements is correct?
A. 

B. 

C. 


